Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“RSNGPCD TJXCNPRZNBBVB
OSNZNINCARSVZXMNJTCNATKVBB
TMBTFNRN, PZYNINCARSVZXPJRNC
ATKMNPCBATKCGPCD.” — YPIN
USPWWNFFN

Previous Solution: “I was brought into this world thinking I was gorgeous because my mother was extremely devoted to this notion.” — Amy Schumer
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Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“AIGN’YEVBOUIFCWDNABOGLBCMUY
HLBYCBZFINSWGVIIZJFYVEGG.
EVFE’YYGCBCTUIEVEBFINYGO
AGN.” — WGVIIZJFYV

Previous Solution: “The mark of greatness is when everything before you is obsolete, and everything after you is your mark.” — Dave Chappelle
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Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“PIISVPJHSEHZMJZVHCOKHKGHCH,
HZMJZVPJWOFDOKSOJTOBZWS’R
PEOPKTCOK, HCPHEVCPHS’RPIL
PNZGH.” — OILSEDKOEIOX

Previous Solution: “God’s the final judge for Elvis Presley and Johnny Cash too. That’s solely in the hands of God.” — Johnny Cash
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Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“ERM BXV SUNVVNM JRL ZPOBUJ,
VR ENY MRID RD JRLZGDNNVXDM
YBXDG BPC. MRD’YWRZENY YBNUNVV
WRZYLDXYN.” — IPUUPNDNUVRD

Previous Solution: “All I want is to know the truth, to know and experience God. I am a searcher, that’s what I’m all about.” — Elvis Presley
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Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“FETCTNETVCTIBMTLMB, FX
PWFINWIUUIMCAMPFTTNNV. AMUANM
HWUDZWHFETCTNFHHNMCXBHTXZM.” — PWTBNMVA BFIM

Previous Solution: “The problem is not merely man against man or nation against nation. It is man against war.” — Dwight D. Eisenhower
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